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Narrating Banishment by Means of
the Body: Physical Reflections of
Han Dong’s Cultural Revolution
Martina Codeluppi

 

Memory and Body

1 Any individual is defined by his personal history, as past experiences constitute the
landmarks of one’s evolution. Therefore,  it  could be said that identity is  essentially
shaped  in  memory.  The  cognitive  skill  of  remembering  is  based  on  the  subject’s
interaction with the environment, which involves the body in both an active and a
passive  way.  Senses  allow  the  individual  to  perceive  the  surrounding  space  and,
simultaneously, it is only by being “a body” that one is able to occupy a part of that
space, to move and to take action. As a consequence, memory can be considered as an
“embodied”1 entity,  emphasizing  its  interrelation  with  the  subject’s  physical
dimension.  This paper aims to explore how the narration of  memory conducted by
means of the body, which is situated at multiple levels of the process of reminiscing,
constitutes the quintessence of the author’s self. The analysis of the novel Banished! / ܲ
θ2 by Han Dong T7 (b. 1961) will reveal the central role of the body in the narration
of a sombre phase of contemporary Chinese history, that of the Cultural Revolution
(1966-1976).

2 The link between memory and body has been explored from many perspectives, among
which  the  phenomenological  is  particularly  relevant  for  this  study.  The  different
phases  of  the  mental  procedure  necessary  for  the  existence  of  memory  have  been
acknowledged  by  Henri  Bergson  (1896-1941),  who  distinguished  between  “pure
memory”  (souvenir  pur),  “image-memory”  (souvenir-image),  and  “perception”
(perception).3 Later,  Maurice  Merleau-Ponty  (1908-1961)  explored  the  relationship
between body and recollection from the perspective of phenomenology, portraying in
detail  the  multiple  roles  the  body  implicitly  plays  while  performing  the  act  of
perceiving.4 Edward S. Casey (b. 1939) developed his contribution based on Bergson’s
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and Merleau-Ponty’s postulation of the existence of different kinds of memory,5 further
elaborating the difference between “body memory” and “memory of the body”.6 More
recently,  Fuchs  has  investigated  the  connection  between  memory,  body  and  mind,
drawing on the domain of psychopathology.7 Indeed, the Cultural Revolution can be
regarded as a traumatic experience. Berry adopted this perspective to provide insight
into  the  literary  and  cinematic  representation  of  this  particular  period  of  Chinese
history,8 while  Kleinman  has investigated  the  reflection  of  its  memory  in  the
recollecting subject’s body.9

3 These works provide the methodological framework for this study, which will explore
the memory of the Cultural Revolution as it was carved in the author’s body. First, the
analysis  will  address  the  body  as  the  means  of  perception  of  the  surrounding
environment, which allows the subject to mold his recollections. Next it will move to
the level of the body as the object of memory, showing how the depiction of physical
features conveys a concretized image of individuality. Finally, the significance of the
physical dimension in everyday life during the Cultural Revolution will be examined, as
it represents the embodiment of the self in a social system that in fact was founded on
the annihilation of the individual. These steps will show how, in Han Dong’s narration,
the  body  represents at  once  the  materialization  of  identity  and  the  stronghold  of
individuality, in the context of a bewildering phase of contemporary Chinese history. 
 

Han Dong’s Memory of Banishment

4 Han Dong is regarded as one of the most representative authors of the so-called “late-”
or “late-born generation authors” / Sĝ´©ì / wanshengdai zuojia, who animated the
Chinese literary scene at  the end of  the 20th century.  The rejection of  the literary
tradition, as well as of the current literary system, marked this generation’s creative
production, which focused particularly on the individual dimension. Han Dong’s voice
is therefore characterized by a strong individualism and constant yearning for truth,
which he expresses through fiction as well as through poetry. The representation of
everyday life, carried out through a sapient use of language, constitutes the lifeblood of
his poetics, reproducing the essentiality of the individual’s experience by means of a
“zero-degree narration” / Թ̄Ǔ© / lingdu xiezuo.10

5 Set at the time of the Cultural Revolution, Banished! tells the story of the Tao family / ͣ
who, after being banished to the countryside, engage in an everyday struggle in order
to connect with their new social context, and try by all means to “strike root” in the
village  of  Sanyu  ŵ̠.  The  author’s  personal  memories  are  merged  with  fictional
elaboration, since the novel echoes his own experience of banishment. At the age of
eight,  Han Dong followed his family to the countryside of Subei / îó,  where they
were sent to be re-educated through labor. The depiction of the Cultural Revolution in
Banished! is, therefore, a recollection of his memories as a child, and although the novel
employs a third-person narrator and the point of view shifts from one character to
another,  the  child  Han  Dong’s  eyes  remain  the  primary  source  of  the  author’s
expression. In the act of remembering the daily challenges he had to face during the
years of banishment,  the body plays a central  role,  since any child experiences the
world first and foremost by means of his body and his body memory.11 So the physical
dimension is  crucial  in both the building of  the subject’s  recollections and in their
subsequent narration through the literary text.
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6 Despite the painful historical period in which it is set, Han Dong’s novel is a rather non-
traumatic  story  of  fiction  and  recollection.  Several  studies,  such  as  those  by  Wu
Congcong  and  Li  Renjie,12 Gu  Haiyang, 13 and  Deng  Li, 14 have  investigated  the
relationship between the novel and the author’s memory, exploring the intertwining of
Han Dong’s real experience and his fictional re-elaboration. The novel has also been the
object of several studies that focus on the features of the author’s language in terms of
stylistic  nuances15 or  ideological  influences. 16 The  naiveté of  the  child  Han  Dong  is
reflected in the lightness of the tones employed, and a subjacent wit often seeps from
the narrated scenes. This peculiarity has been investigated by Gong Ailing, who focuses
on the optimistic view that Banished! conveys despite the turmoil characterizing the
historical background,17 and by Hunt, who analyzes Han Dong’s humor in a comparative
perspective.18 Notwithstanding their  interest  in the author’s  wish for individualism,
these studies did not address the issue of subjectivity from the most down-to-earth
approach, that of the body. The following analysis will investigate the different roles
the body plays in reflecting the subject’s recollection, showing the importance of the
physical  dimension  in  representing  the  “self”  at  different  stages  of  the  process  of
reminiscing.
 

The Body as the Perceiving Subject

7 Perception is  the first  phase of  the interaction between the subject  and the world.
Thanks to one’s senses, an individual is able to feel the surrounding environment in all
of its manifestations. Merleau-Ponty opened his work Phénoménologie de la perception by
pointing  out  the  problematic  definition  of  “sensation”,  which  is  at  the  basis  of
perception.19 A sensation concerns essentially the qualities of an object, what is there to
be  sensed,  while  the  perception  of  those  qualities  entails  an  interaction  with  the
perceiving subject, and is therefore related to the individual sphere. The concept of a
“pure sensation” (pur sentir) which theoretically exists before being actually perceived,
is not attainable in the real world.20 Both sensation and perception are influenced by
memory, the latter more than the former. This is due to the “association of ideas” the
subject makes, bringing back his past experiences when facing a new one.21 In other
words, memory affects the interaction between the subject and the environment at its
very  first  stage.  If  perception  already  carries  a  strong  individual  connotation,  the
recollection  of  that  perception  amplifies  it  further.  Bergson  pointed  out  how  “my
perception […] adopts my body as a center”;22 therefore it is precisely in the description
of the subject’s bodily perceptions that the epitome of individual memory should be
found.

8 Han Dong’s recollection is based on his own perception of the village of Sanyu during
the Cultural Revolution, which he had experienced during his childhood. His young age
at the time affects the author’s recollection in two ways: first,  the relationship Han
Dong  originally  established  with  the  context  he  describes  in  the  novel  was  direct,
unbiased,  and  unmediated  by  any  previous  knowledge;23 and  second,  a  child’s
interaction with the world is based on sensory perception and corporal memory. As a
consequence, the author’s perspective on the socio-historical background of Banished! is
characterized  by  innocence,  and  the  body  is  the  main  channel  through  which  he
expresses his individuality. The child of the Tao family, Young Tao / 9ͣ / Xiao Tao,
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can be regarded as a projection of Han Dong himself, and the descriptions offered from
his point of view are often rich in physical details:

His feet had not yet developed calluses, and the wheat stubble under foot jabbed his
tender soles painfully. He walked with great care, not daring to lift his legs too high.
Sometimes his feet touched sludge left by the river, and its coarse grains massaged
his insteps pleasantly. Hobbling slowly and gingerly along, he soon got left behind.
He asked September and little Dick to walk more slowly, but they paid no attention.
In the end, the bright flashlight beam moved so far ahead that he was left to feel his
way through the dark paddy fields.24

T�̳͌õܳ�͌ǔ̩Æƪö�¯͌÷oњΡ�ܴܵ�ōǎαÝø�4ēơ9ͣ
̬ÝȊS9��(�ƺ͎ҁÝ�̊4ľܬ�o͊Ƶƨܶ¤�γ̴�њܷ�¹ܸܹ
ܺe͌��ëŊ��Хʠ49ͣù˸Ό˴�ú�ûÀ�ēơԥhNƘg4Tü
͟ǰöÈ̴ö̬ܻ¯ś�TuОę(ý4ǞƘ�f%ܼܼ�È´Î͆`ƭgǻ
N�Êד�9ͣ¯Ƴ�h���ƨʐ̺ѠѪ425

9 When  following  his  friends  in  the  fields,  young  Tao  remembers  the  feeling  of  the
different surfaces he walked on, the pleasant massage of the mud after wheat stubble
pierced his feet. In this respect, a further clarification is necessary: one must bear in
mind that the relationship between body and memory is very articulated and memory
possesses  a  layered  structure  entailing  different  kinds  of  mnemonic  modes.26 In
particular, it is important to distinguish between “body memory” and “memory of the
body.”  The  former  is  “intrinsic  to  the  body,  to  its  own  way  of  remembering”;27 it
manifests  itself  at  a  physical  level.  Instead,  the  latter  comprehends  the  “manifold
manners whereby we remember the body as the accusative object of our awareness”,28

and  it  is  situated  in  the  subject’s  mind.  Here  we  are  dealing  with  a  “memory  of
perception” that,  according to Casey,  constitutes a peculiar form of memory of the
body.29 Han Dong recalls his bodily sensations and employs them to reproduce young
Tao’s perception of the rural environment.

10 The sensory details provided by young Tao endow the narrative with an exquisite touch
of  subjectivity,  conveying a  rounded image of  scenes  “filtered” through the  child’s
body:

They booked into a guesthouse, and Su Qun found an optician. It was only during
the test that young Tao began to see his surroundings clearly and realized that
Huaiyin was huge and unlike anywhere he had been before, even if it was covered
in dust. He could see every tiny detail: a ray of sunlight slanting down to the floor
tiles in a shop, specks of dust floating in the air. Young Tao’s head began to swim,
but just as he was corning to grips with it, the test glasses were taken off and the
world resumed its normal murkiness.30

TuнǍh¯ìܽȑ̔�N7�4ÔƘ�îIōþe9ͣǻN¯ìƶÿ̋4Ê*
hĀÿB�9ͣЁ�֒Nِt�ŷǮ�KÝܾ;�ܿ��ƹŊĕ¯ ͺ�ӫs�£
݀D4ϓÔ��T�Ý%Վʑ֥4¯ PǳÎơBbāh̋ǥ̺�D�o�qуe
ĂĂăă�ŕ��͏�Ý9ͣ�ÜϮ݁4āȜTĀ]݂ʠ(݃�ƳƆ¬B�Ā݄
�ƶÿ͊¨̬N�?ƷÁ݅ĄNŹĜŕ��gϮ431

11 In this scene, the accurate depiction of the boy’s first experience of using eyeglasses
does not leave anything to the imagination. The shock of seeing properly makes him
remember every detail  of  the scene before him, and their  reproduction in the text
allows the reader to see through young Tao’s eyes.

12 The  memory  of  perceptions  and  their  description  constitute  the  first  level  of  the
interaction between body and memory displayed in the narrative text. It allows the
reader to empathize with young Tao and, consequently, to get closer to the author’s
perspective.
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Embodied Individualities

13 The role of the body in Han Dong’s novel is not limited to the depiction of the subject’s
perceptions as a means of reminiscing. In fact,  the body plays a crucial part as the
object of recollection as well. Young Tao not only remembers his perceptions, but he
also remembers his body acting in the scenes. In order to move to the next level of the
analysis, the body must be conceived as a spatial entity, something that is “in place”
and, more precisely, “the center of an oriented space”.32 When depicting a scene or
describing an action,  the author often makes the characters’  bodies a feature upon
which the narration pivots. Young Tao’s consciousness of his own body is one of the
few certainties he has; he therefore turns his attention repeatedly to physical details.
For  example,  scatological  references  are  recurrent  in  Banished!,33 and  young  Tao
frequently associates this theme with the description of his everyday life. For example,
in the following excerpt, the author depicts the boy’s difficulties in relieving himself,
which are the key to the whole scene:

When young Tao wanted to go to the toilet, Tao got Big Head to take him, and seven
or eight other children tagged along behind.
Outside, in the brilliant moonlight, it was bitterly cold. Big Head took young Tao to
where the night soil crock stood behind the house. It was enclosed by a fence made
of maize straw; it was pitch dark inside, and there was a terrible stench. Young Tao
was reluctant to go inside, so Big Head got him to squat on the ground outside.
Young Tao hesitated. Big Head set an example by pulling down his own trousers. As
the  boy  still  wavered,  the  other  children  followed  suit,  revealing  bare  white
buttocks. Then young Tao pulled down his own trousers and squatted, but he just
could not get the poop out.34

Ƙ̭9ͣæoą �ƪͣü;�ƺTswǻ�Γw̭�WÆƲ҉ѽ݆ƳƼö4
҉g�ǰÎľƨ�ňڟDĆ�;�þe9ͣǲ ؕƘ�ć̬݇ǻ4fǉtN¯݈˩
݉݊�Ĉ̺�g���¯ϧܔǗ�Мgę̭49ͣ(ݍ"ǻƌÈ�;�R
üTh҉g�˟Doݎ�49ͣĉݏe�;�Ο*ƌNĠġ�Ċöݎ��ƙ©ݐ
�Ʋ҉fѽ݆ƳƼöݓݒ4�9ͣWhݑŅϥNĊöݎ��wNƬĝĝݔ�̭
�ݎϧ49ͣǏTu�rö�ϥNĊöRDݕ�ŋT¿�435̭ݗw)ݖ

14 Here the description goes beyond the level of perception, and the boy’s body is set in a
context of interaction with both the environment and the other character. The sensory
experience is integrated into the memory of physiological needs, which are narrated in
a humorous tone, typical of a child’s perspective.

15 Nevertheless, young Tao’s body is not merely a machine he has to keep in function, but
also a cognitive instrument through which he learns how to adapt to country life. Life
in  Sanyu  is  difficult  for  a  city  boy,  and  one  of  the  main  obstacles  is  the  physical
resistance it requires: 

Young  Tao  got  chilblains  every  year.  Sometimes  they  came  after  the  cabbage
washing, sometimes before. They became inflamed and went septic, and then Su
Qun would bathe the sores with manganese dioxide and bind them carefully with a
gauze dressing.
The sight of young Tao’s hands covered in chilblains and swollen like steamed buns
from constantly washing cabbages in freezing water distressed his grandparents so
much that they would gladly have taken his place, but Tao refused to let them. He
reasoned that his son was getting chilblains because he had not been sufficiently
hardened, so it was all the more necessary that he should carry on.36

9ͣ�ƻÊÈ��ŅĝĆċ4ÆBŪחв֡ݘRĝN�ÆBŪĝNĆċWæݘח
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֡4ĆċČč�vĎ_ݙ�îIR0ŕďݚƨ�9ͣ֒חċ×�ÔƘǯݛÈD0
Đ˶ܲݜͱ4ÆN�¯Ƙݝ�ȋ�ͣRǯ̾Ƙđ�ĒN4
¯ϒĝ[ĆċēÝŀ���čÈ�hΦƨ̺ݞ)֡ݘח��Ýͣ$țʳͣ0ܓ�
α(Û�ї(Ý¨ę´�4ŋƪͣ(ü4T�ǝ5*ȯ9ͣ� ƙ ǎĝĆċ*ē
RȻ_�=ÝąæN437֡ݘחĔĕ�ēơhΦƨ̺ݠݟ�

16 The iterative narration of the cabbage picking is accompanied by Tao’s memory of the
pain he suffered. The ache is the symptom of his inadequacy; his nerves tell him that he
is still far from reaching the goal of striking root and become a villager. In this case, the
recollection  of  his  suffering  body  is  directly  related  to  pain  memory.  Painful
experiences are remembered by the body itself,38 hence “body memory” triggers the
“memory of the body,” which young Tao employs to express his personal experience of
those cold winter days. 

17 Although young Tao’s own perceptions are predominant throughout the text, his body
is  not  the  only  one  used  to  define  the  individuality  of  a  character.  Han  Dong’s
recollection draws on the corporal level, and this affects not only the depiction of his
fictional  alter  ego  young  Tao,  but  also  that  of  another  key  character,  young  Tao’s
grandfather ͣ$ț / Grandpa Tao / Tao Wenjiang. He is presented as a maniac for
cleaning, who has a tendency however to neglect his personal hygiene.39 Grandpa Tao’s
faith in defeated nationalistic ideas40 is only one of the features that differentiate him
from the villagers, as well as from the other members of his family. The time spent in
Sanyu changes the Taos’ lives, affecting their habits as well as their identities. In the
case of  Grandpa Tao,  the effects  of  banishment exacerbate the results  of  the aging
process, and his appearance shows a gradual metamorphosis:

After three years in the country, things had changed a bit. […] His white hair was
tousled by the Sanyu winds. His wispy eyebrows had begun to droop, the hairs grew
out of his nostrils, his whiskers went untrimmed, and, as the network of wrinkles
deepened, his features grew more indistinct. He started to lose his teeth, and Sanyu
had no dentist who could fit him with false ones. Grandpa Tao was also a chain-
smoker, and the remaining front teeth were stained a tarry black. Nowadays when
he laughed, he was just another gap-toothed, shrivel-mouthed old man.41

�ќŵ�Ƙ�ŝǐW*ÆN¯ś�̚4[…]  T�Ƭ_͊ŵ̠�Y̲ÝÆśЋǙ�
Ƞĩ�Еȣђ�̭4WÆ�wУӖ�УѥƙϦƯ£ȅǝ�ȫĖ�ʔoZoݡ�
šݣݢ��ėĘ�ͣ$ț�gӖ�ЕÆś(֒(ݤN4ǯR*хE�Еϥԥ�
ŵ̠̩ ÆхϢŋƙҏoΩх4ͣ$ț�ɅξƳ(϶�̩ґ�¯ƻ¹�хݥ͊
Ý��̍��@с¯��вń*Ƴęс�ƪ;ĚN442

18 Social rhythm is intertwined with psychobiological rhythm,43 yet the peculiar living
conditions  in  the  country  do  not  merely  influence  this  character’s  mind,  they also
accelerate the decay of his body. Grandpa Tao’s scarce interest in body care reflects his
degraded  identity,  which  is  forced  to  mutate  according  to  the  imposed  change  of
location. Besides being a canvas on which the consequences of banishment in old age
are  displayed,  the  body  also  determines  Grandpa  Tao’s  personality.  Scatological
references are regularly associated both with his life, which he lives struggling with
chronic  constipation,  and  with  his  death  at  the  hospital,  which  represents  the
tragicomic epilogue of his personal war:

Then,  in the observation room, the stomach cramps returned.  […] Half  an hour
passed,  and  Tao  felt  something  was  wrong.  He  went  in  and  found  his  father
collapsed in the latrine hole. He was dead, mouth wide open, tongue protruding to
one side, covered in shit from head to toe. Traces of it had even got into his mouth.
[…] Why on earth did they constantly talk about shit in connection with Grandpa
Tao? Why was his life story inextricably bound up with his bowel movements right
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up until  the  moment  he  died?  This  is  something that  will  no  doubt  puzzle  my
readers as much as it puzzles me. Poor Grandpa Tao: compulsively clean while he
lived, condemned to die in his own excrement.44
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19 After  attempting  suicide  by  swallowing  two  bottles  of  insecticide,  Grandpa  Tao  is
rushed  to  the  hospital,  where  he  dies  in  a  rather  theatrical  way.  The  detailed
description of his final disposition completes the “bodily portrait” of a man who was
essentially defined by means of his corporal functions. The reason for this association,
made  explicit  by  the  narrating  voice,  is  found  in  body  memory.  Grandpa  Tao’s
physiological  features  shaped  his  habits  and  his  personality  through  what  Fuchs
defines “incorporative memory”.46 Hence, the character’s identity becomes, to some
extent,  subordinated  to  his  body.  The  fictional  reproduction  of  such  a  mechanism
reflects, once again, the author’s attention towards physical elements, encouraging the
identification of the body as the most direct expression of one’s individuality.

 

Physical Reflections of History

20 The depiction of the remembering subject’s sensory perceptions and the identification
of the characters’ bodies with their individuality are not the only two results of Han
Dong’s  attention towards the body.  Banished!  is  the product of  the entanglement of
reality and fiction; it  is  an example of the author’s tendency to intertwine his own
experience with the characters’ stories.47 It is based on the memories of his childhood,
but the child’s and the adult’s points of view are inevitably superposed. Indeed, the
novel represents as well a reflection on the Cultural Revolution from the perspective of
a generation that is historically and artistically uprooted. The focus on the individual
dimension is reflected on the central role played by the body in the depiction of the
historical background. Physical labor, corporal punishment and resistance constituted
the leitmotiv of banishment, which Han Dong describes in his own distinctive style. For
example, when narrating the atmosphere in Sanyu primary school, the author depicts
the punishments inflicted on negligent pupils, which terrorize young Tao:

Mr. Jin’s skills were manifested not only in games; he was also ingenious at devising
punishments for his students. When students arrived late, he would chalk a wavy
line on the blackboard and make them rub it out with their noses. He made the line
as wiggly as possible, like the ripples of a stream. The students had to rush along,
alternately standing on tiptoe and kneeling on the ground, sneezing as they went. 
[…]  Even  more  exciting  was  the  punishment  called  “Doing  Penance  before
Chairman Mao” on the mud wall above the blackboard hung a portrait of Chairman
Mao, and the students being punished were forced to kneel in front of it by the two
class monitors.  The victims would often wail and beg for mercy and struggle to
stand up, but the monitors,  robust youths,  would hold their hands behind their
backs, press on their heads, and force them down. The reason for this pointless
resistance was simple: under the victims’ knees was not the usual smooth mud floor
but a heap of broken glass and tiles.48

4ݯ�Ġˤ�hƙoȝg�ġĢǏĝTr*�w)ݮĜĝ�ȕݭ
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21 The author’s focus on details reproduces the visual shock experienced by young Tao
when witnessing these scenes, suggesting a traumatic effect related to his identification
with the suffering bodies. The fear of pain is what defines young Tao’s memory of his
school, and this strategy allows Han Dong to show how corporal punishments, even if
not suffered by the remembering subject, affected individuals’ memories of that era.

22 Another  crucial  aspect  of  young  Tao’s  life  during  the  Cultural  Revolution  is  the
emphasis his father puts on his physical training. In particular, Han Dong describes
Tao’s attempts to teach his son to swim, which he held to be a major skill that a boy
should have, especially one living in the countryside:

Apart from encouraging his son to grow up brave, Tao also paid a good deal of
attention to developing his physique. Young Tao needed to be strong and healthy to
survive in Sanyu. It was no good being weak and weedy if he was to be a peasant
engaged in manual labor.
[…] In all his years in Sanyu, young Tao never learned to swim, which was odd,
considering there  were  places  suitable  for  swimming everywhere  and he  had a
father who was so keen on swimming. He not only could not swim in the river, but
he could not swim in the village streams either.  He not only did not know any
swimming strokes, but he had not even learned to dog-paddle.50
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23 The accent on swimming is a legacy of Mao’s teachings, through which he underlined
the importance of  physical  exercise.  Particularly  significant  in this  respect  was the
episode that took place on July 16th 1966, when Mao Zedong celebrated his return to
public life with a swim in the Yangtze River. This event triggered a swimming fever,
which quickly  spread to  the  whole  country.52 Tao’s  predilection for  swimming has,
therefore,  a  historical  reason,  although  one  not  explicitly  divulged  in  the  text.
Moreover, when mentioning a poem by Tao’s friend Hou Jimin / ލ,Ɵ, the narrator
specifies that Hou’s son, unlike young Tao, had learned to swim.53 Han Dong uses this
example to demonstrate how the value of an individual was often determined on the
basis of his physical strength and skills, consolidating the idea that individual identity
was subjugated to the body.

 

Conclusions

24 After reviewing the multiple connections between memory and body, this study has
investigated the role of the body in Han Dong’s fictional recollection of his experience
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of banishment. Although Banished! should be considered as an autonarration, with the
authenticity of its descriptions inevitably affected by the mediation of the literary text,
the traces of the author’s memory are nonetheless coded in his fictional depiction of
the characters’ lives during the Cultural Revolution. Han Dong’s young age at the time
influenced his interaction with the surrounding environment, which was based on his
body as the primary source of knowledge, and characterized by the naiveté typical of an
eight-year-old.  The  analysis  here  has  been  conducted  on  different  levels,  moving
gradually from the remembering subject’s body to the body seen as the object of his
reminiscence. First, we have examined how the author’s perceptions were reproduced
in young Tao’s descriptions, emphasizing the individual perspective Han Dong imposed
when filtering the narrated scenes through the memory of the subject’s body. Second,
the  study  underlines  the  relationship  between identity  and  body,  pointing  out  the
constant  association  of  the  characters’  individualities  with  their  bodies  and  bodily
functions. Finally, the analysis addresses the issue of the body depicted as a key feature
during  the  time  of  the  Cultural  Revolution,  being  at  the  center  of  both  subjective
impressions and objective value judgements.

25 Han Dong’s novel Banished!, as a fictional elaboration of an autobiographical experience,
is the result of a particular form of the reminiscing process, in which the distinction
between memory and image, between reality and unreality, is blurred – in the same
way that Ricœur described in his work La Mémoire, l’Histoire,  l’Oubli,54 but to an even
greater degree. Nonetheless, recollection is the method used by the author to depict his
own  portrait  of  the  Cultural  Revolution,  and  many  clues  related  to  his  personal
memories can be found throughout the text. According to Casey, “there is no memory
without  body  memory”,55 so  the  body  must  be  the  starting  point  for  any  kind  of
recollection. In Banished!, the importance of the physical dimension extends throughout
the whole novel. The remembering subject’s bodily feelings are the author’s creative
source,  and  the  characters’  identities  are  depicted  as  indissolubly  related  to  their
physical  features.  Moreover,  the  memories  of  a  child  experiencing  the  Cultural
Revolution are interwoven with the author’s portrait of the socio-cultural background
of the plot. This accent on the body allows the author to enhance his individualism,
while  stressing the  peculiar  position of  the  subject  in  the  factious  society  of  those
times.
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